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The production of a blindstitch seam
which is invisible from the outside of
the garment, has always been rather
problematic. It is imperative for a
blindstitch that the needle only picks
up enough fabric fibres on the inside
of the seam to achieve a secure fas-
tening.Throughstitching as well as
skipped stitches must be avoided.
This requires the highest precision in
fabric control and in the guidance of
the needle by the machine.
The most important, and yet the

BLINDSTITCHING WITH GROZ-BECKERT V-NEEDLES

weakest element of a blindstitch
machine, is undoubtedly the needle. It
should be very thin to avoid damage
or puckering on the fabric surface.
On the other hand, it should be very
stiff to approach the fabric always in
one and the same position.The de-
flection that may be caused by lat-
eral thread forces or other influences
should be next to none in order to
avoid malfunction.Those demands 
are highly contradictory.



THE ADVANTAGES OF THE SQUARE BLADE NEEDLES (V-NEEDLES)

CROSS-SECTION OF

BLADE

The development of the Groz-Beckert square
blade needle (=V-Needle) has created new possi-
bilities to combine needle stability and gentle
fabric handling.

The square needle blade offers a rigidity
considerably higher as compared to a 
conventional round blade of equal cross-
sectional area.

LOADING CAPACITY

A very distinct advantage in needle stiffness be-
comes evident in a mechanical experiment.

Such features support the needle function during
the sewing process. The resistance against bend-
ing forces of a V-needle Nm 65 almost reaches
the resistance of a conventional size Nm 80
needle. Therefore, in many cases a V-needle size
Nm 65 can be used where up to now a needle
size Nm 80 was imperative for stability reason.
Or, a V-needle size Nm 80, now has the func-
tional rigidity of a regular size Nm 90 needle.
The cross-sectionally thinner V-needles require
less space during penetration. So, they stretch
and displace the textile fibres to a lower degree
than round blade needles of comparable stability.
Blindstitch seams without distortion on thin and
critical cloth become possible. 

Comparison of cross-section
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Needle life and the machine performance
are enhanced when standard needles are
replaced with V-needles of same size.

V-needles and standard round blade needles in
direct comparison:

V-needles of size Nm 65 show an 
increased resistance against bending 
forces of 38% and for needle size 
Nm 90 even of 60%.



PENETRATION 

BEHAVIOR

For a proper blindstitch function not only needle
stiffness is important but also the precision of the
curvature and, hereto closely related, the shape
and the position of the needle point. The needle
must penetrate the fabric almost parallel to its
surface. To enable the needle to split off some 
fibres, a very acute eccentrical point is required.

STANDARD NEEDLE

WITH BALL POINT

Within certain limits blindstitch needles are also
produced and offered with ball points. However,
such needles cannot be employed to produce a
true blindstitch. The mere function of a ball point
simply impedes the separation of fibres from the
fabric which is imperative in the production of a
blindstitch. Consequences like skipping of stitches,
or alternatively, throughstitching cannot be avoi-
ded with ball point needles.

Nevertheless, this effect is utilized quite often in
the confection of knitted apparel, like in the
hemming of cuffs on pullovers. Ball point needles
are used to produce “throughstitches“ deliber-
ately in order to achieve durable and washable
seams. The stitches are hardly distinguishable
since in such applications they usually fall in 
line with the loop-line of the fabric.

Needle in position to penetrate.

Needle point has entered fabric. Split-off fibres are shifted up on the point cone.

Needle in loop pick-up position. The fibres which were separated from the fabric by the fine needle point, 
wrap around the needle blade.

Needle just before penetration. The ball point has impeded the separation of fibres from the cloth as it
caused the needle to deflect. A skipped stitch is the consequence .

The ball point found its path right through the fabric in a complete penetration. The consequence is a
“troughstitch“ instead of the intended blindstitch.



29 BL
29-34
29-49
2140 TP

251 EL LWx5T
300 GEB
29 BNL
29-C-300 LG

251 EU LWx251 EU
1669

251 LWx3T
29 BNS LWx4T
29-C-300

1717 SRUE
1717 TPU
1717 SRU
1717 TPUE
1717 STE

1669 E EO LWx1669 E
1715 E

1671 E EO
1671 R
1671 R EO
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V-NEEDLES 

PRODUCT RANGE:

65
80
90

65
80
90

65
80
90

65
80
90

80
90

65
80
90

804671 E EO

4669 E EO

1717 VRUE

251 V

251 EUV

251 ELV

29 BLV

401. 201 NC02 RS EM

410. 202 NC01 RS EM

386. 201 NC09 RS EM

389. 202 NC01 RS EM

360. 201 NC05 RS EM

386. 201 NC06 RS EM

424. 201 NC04 RS EM

You can get our needles from:

Standard Needle Classes V-Needle Needle profile 1:1 Shank Needle sizes Nm

The sewing machine needle is the key element in

every blindstitch operation. Groz-Beckert square

blade needles have been developed for the latest

machine conceptions which place extreme

demands on precision, stability and quality of the

needles. The supreme functional features are

achieved at the expense of high production and

control cost. It pays off in every blindstich 

machine by higher productivity and in greatly

improved seam quality.

GROZ-BECKERT 

–  tha t  sub t l e  d i f f e r en ce .

Shank

Blade cross section


